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The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King
Dir: Peter Jackson, USA/New Zealand/Germany, 2003
A Review by Alice Mills, University of Ballarat, Australia
After seeing the first two films in Peter Jackson's The Lord of the Rings trilogy, I was concerned that there 
might not be enough plot interest to see through the third film, The Return of the King, Even though Jackson 
had withheld for his last film the episode with Shelob that culminates volume two of Tolkien's trilogy, so much 
of Tolkien's third volume deals either with the minutely described, slow-paced details of Frodo's and Sam's 
sufferings in Mordor or with the extended celebrations of the quest's successful ending that I was concerned 
that the film might run out of material and fall into similar tedious cuteness as the third Star Wars film, Return 
of the Jedi, where the celebration of victory is interminably fulsome. My concerns were not borne out. 
Jackson's The Return of the King is a triumph of sustained heroic action and even though its magnificently 
realised battle sequences are too prolonged. Jackson even cuts out material from Tolkein's story, omitting the 
entire account of Saruman's decline and death and the hobbits' scouring of the Shire on their return from the 
quest. Despite these omissions the narrative is crammed with action, from the initial dramatisation of 
Smeagol/Gollum's fall into murderous evil to a scurry through the finding of the seeing-stone at Isengard, 
from the thrilling sequence of beacon fires being lit along splendidly photographed New Zealand mountain 
ranges (a sequence inserted by Jackson into the story, along with Pippin's surreptitious climb to light the first 
beacon) to the petty triumphs that Gollum repeatedly enjoys over Sam. The Return of the King is a film of 
great energy, in command of many narratives and a host of characters.
Jackson achieves both a sustained note of grief, regret and loss (many of the characters in this film are shown 
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in tears) and a strong sense of completion. Frodo and Gandalf laugh together as they did at the start of the 
first film; a surly hobbit scowls once again as unexpected riders pass his gate; Frodo's hobbit hole is lovingly 
revisited, and again he cannot stay there. The ending is a series of climaxes and then of resolutions, so that 
the entire trilogy of films is structured in the manner of a Beethoven symphony.
In the rush of events, what is lacking, for the most part, is complexity of character and a sense of the depth of 
Middle Earth history. Aragorn, in Tolkien's trilogy, is aware of the centuries of Steward rule in Gondor and the 
sensitivities of reclaiming his throne after Minas Tirith has been saved and simply claiming kingship. In the 
film, Viggo Mortensen appears in one scene as a swashbuckling fighter hewing down Orcs, and on his next 
appearance as the elegantly attired king of Gondor leading his devoted troops against the might of Mordor. 
This simplification diminishes Aragorn to the dimensions of a cartoon character. The one human being who 
opposes the return of the king in this film is Denethor, the Steward. In John Noble's performance, Denethor's 
character is simplified to the petulant, spiteful malice of an insane despot, maddened by grief: a caricature of 
a ruler whom Gandalf does not hesitate to thwack. The tormented, gradually corrupted Denethor of Tolkien's 
book, a study in the dominion of evil under the guise of the greater good, is altogether lost.
Along with the diminution of Aragorn and Denethor comes a diminution of the history of Middle Earth. The sad 
history of the Palantiri, the seeing-stones, is not touched upon. Pippin sees the dead white tree of Gondor 
when he rashly looks into Saruman's Palantir, but its significance and the renewal of the tree when Aragorn 
takes up his kingship, are unexplored in the film. Instead, Jackson invents new material that concerns the 
future of Middle Earth rather than its past, when Arwen is afforded a vision of the son she could have if she 
chose life among mortals instead of departure with the Elves. Tolkien's evocation of Minas Tirith as a faded 
kingdom, in process of becoming unpeopled, is not realised in the film, nor are the years of pollution that help 
ruin the landscape of Tolkien's Mordor. While Jackson's second film depicted Saruman's despoiling of the 
forests, his choice of war machinery over living trees, the third film's landscape of evil is a volcano-dominated 
wasteland with little or no indication that sentient beings are at all to blame for its desolation.
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The great depth of Middle Earth's history is absent from the film. In its place, Jackson dips into the history of 
European art, architecture and technology (in the form of armour and weapons). The Riders of Rohan live in 
mediaeval times, more Celtic than Tolkien's Anglo-Saxon Rohirrim. They dwell in mediaeval halls where they 
sit on benches to feast and warm themselves by fires. Their armour is light mediaeval metal and chainmail. 
The warriors of Gondor wear much heavier Renaissance style armour and Gondor's people live in Renaissance 
splendour. Instead of human comforts, their city boasts marble pavements and statues, intricately carved 
gates reminiscent of Renaissance Florence and black and white striped marble reminiscent of Renaissance 
Siena. As Frodo, Elijah Woods' fine features and heavily lidded eyes are like those of a Fra Angelico angel; at 
the climax of his quest, lit golden by the lava of Mount Doom, hair in a wild aureole, he resembles Cellini's 
bronze Perseus. The Orcs of Mordor are quite unlike Saruman's wetly birthed Orcs in the previous film; rather, 
they are dryly deformed like Leonardo's sketches of grotesque heads.
As the film moves towards its climax, the visual details of its settings move forward in the Western history of 
art and architecture. The ruins of Osgiliath, with their shattered columns and arches, recall the fondness felt 
by Romantic artists for the classical fragment. Aragorn's vision of Arwen dying (another of Jackson's additions 
to the story) is pre-Raphaelite in its carefully posed morbid beauty, like Millais' Ophelia. The ship that carries 
Frodo and Bilbo away to the world of the undying Elves, dissolves into a Turnerian blur of light as it leaves 
harbour.
While the good characters traverse the mediaeval, Renaissance, Romantic and nineteenth century arts, evil is 
consigned to the twentieth century in Jackson's realisation of the tower of Minas Morgul. This building seems 
remarkably fragile and beautiful for a bastion of tyrannical evil. Delicate art nouveau folds descend its length, 
and it shimmers and ripples like Tiffany glassware. The building's green glow --undoubtedly intended as 
sinister -- unfortunately reminded me of a neon-lit art-deco cinema. The evocation of a cinema as a dominant 
symbol for totalitarian evil provides not the happiest of metaphors for a film about the triumph of good. Apart 
from this building, architecture and landscape settings are among the film's splendours (as in the two earlier 
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The Lord of the Rings films). Jackson even improves on Tolkien in the episode when Aragorn, Gimli and 
Legolas enter the mountain to gain the dead as allies; here the film strips away an uneasily Kafkan element in 
Tolkien's narrative.
The film's other triumphs lie in the rendition of two characters. Andy Serkis as the computer-enhanced Gollum 
sustains his eloquent writhings of self-torment from the first two films, and he appears briefly in his own right 
as Smeagol. Sean Astin as Sam wears his emotions on his face, in a performance that grows ever stronger, as 
he is wracked with sobs or finds a rare occasion to smile. None of the other actors earns their smile as he 
does. There is an awkward scene, for instance, where the convalescent Frodo is visited first by a laughing 
Gandalf, then a frolicking Merry and Pippin, then a Gimli who wipes a sentimental tear from his eye, a Legolas 
whose slight smile becomes a fixed grimace, and an Aragorn whose grin is also held far too long -- all their 
smiles shown up as less authentic in comparison to Sam's final slow gaze, seeming to search for gladness 
rather than assume it as a mask. It is the prolonged trial of Sam and the victory of his generous spirit, not the 
return of the king or the testing of Frodo, that is the emotional and spiritual heart of this film.
The Return of the King completes the trilogy with power and panache. It necessarily lacks the filmic magic of 
The Fellowship of the Ring; audiences are now used to the smallness of hobbits and the flight of Nazgul. It 
excels in the movement from vast to tiny, from the fate of nations to that of two hobbits, and as such is 
remarkably faithful to Tolkien's superlative text.
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